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Whether you work together around a table or around the world, Workware lets
multiple users connect, share, and keep ideas flowing. With a wireless connection
solution, you can collaborate easily and inspire team creativity in any location. A
comprehensive line of monitor supports and other components integrate with
Haworth furniture for a clean aesthetic. 

Workware Wireless supports simultaneous sharing and communication for multiple
users in real time and supports security on a enterprise level. Content sharing is
simple and intuitive regardless of your physical location or device. Workware Wireless
Pro enables everyone to actively participate and contribute well beyond the four
walls of the conference room. 

With media file sharing and app window sharing, you can work behind the scenes
and maintain computer privacy. A simple touchpad gives you complete control of
the monitor, wireless, and video conferencing functions. Conference technology as
its best.

Details 

DesigneD by Ryan Mcclymonds for  

Haworth Design Studio

AnDroiD operAting system enables a new 

world of opportunities to work with.

Worry-Free Wireless ConneCtivity is built 

into your existing network infrastructure, taking 

advantage of your existing firewalls and other security 

features. Additionally, you can generate a global pass-

word or a standard code with 4 digits login code for 

secure access to protect your information.

simultaneous sharing experience
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An uninterrupted eXCHAnge oF inFormA-
tion is essential for communication and creative 
problem-solving in groups. That’s just what 
Workware connect was designed to bring to the 
workplace. When co-workers get together to get 
work done, ideas need to take centre stage – not 
communication tools

Sharing Connecting Comparing Switching

Teams need to be able to share 

ideas fluidly without interrupting 

the collaborative process.

As collaboration becomes a given 

inside organisations, we’re asking 

more of the tools that keep us 

connected.

Creating together means making 

comparisons, drawing conclusions 

and building a consensus.

Presentations are one-sided; 

 collaboration often requires switch-

ing back and forth among multiple 

points of view.
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Benelux · Haworth Benelux B.V. · Tel. +31 8828 770 60
France · Haworth S.A.S. · Tel. +33 1456 445 00
Germany · Haworth GmbH ·  Tel. +49 5042 501 0
Hungary · Haworth Hungary Kft · Tel. +36 1201 401 0
Ireland · Haworth Ireland Ltd. · Tel. +353 1855 884 0
Portugal · Haworth Portugal SA · Tel. +351 2143 450 00
Spain · Haworth Spain Ltd. · Tel. +34 9139 804 80
Switzerland · Haworth Schweiz AG · Tel. +41 6276 551 51
United Kingdom · Haworth UK Ltd. · Tel. +44 2073 241 360
USA · Haworth Inc. · One Haworth Center · Tel. +1 616 393 3000
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